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INTRODUCTION
The number of accidents of elderly drivers in 2016 is

21.5% of the total number of cases, accounting twice as
many as 10 years ago in Japan1). Advanced Driver
Assistance System (ADAS) was regarded that it is helpful
to reduce the number of accidents by Nagai, etc2). It was
made clear that 90% of elderly drivers felt the reducing of
accidents with the help of ADAS, and 60% of them
thought ADAS necessary by Wada, etc3). The objective of
the study is to clarify how driving experience using ACC
system affects an elderly driver in feeling of resistance and
adaptation of ACC. We simulated a car platoon including
ACC-ON and manual vehicles as the drive experience
situation in the study on the test track.

METHOD
The drive experience test was conducted at the test

track of the Civil Engineering Research Institute for Cold
Region (CERI), a 2,700m oval track in Tomakomai City,
Japan. 32 drivers (aged 65 to 79 years; 11 females and 21
males) participated in the drive experience with ACC
system.

The car platoon consisted of five vehicles (a leading
vehicle, two ACC-ON vehicles and two manual vehicles:
the lead vehicle drove by the experimenter, the second
vehicle (ACC-ON), the third vehicle (manual), the fourth
vehicle (ACC-ON) and the fifth vehicle (manual) droved
by the participants shown in Fig. 1. Four participants were
randomly assigned to four vehicles. At each run using
ACC-ON vehicle, the drivers set the maximum speed to
60 km/h and the inter-vehicle time to two seconds. Also,
at each run using manual vehicle, the participants had to
maintain speed 60km/h approximately and headway of
30m relative to the leading vehicle.

We divided 32 participants into two groups due to
considering order effects of ACC-ON drive.16 participants
drove ACC-ON vehicle in first, and another 16
participants drove ACC-ON vehicle in second. Before
performing the experience drive, the participants had a
training session to become familiar with the test vehicle
and the ACC system. After that, the drivers run the test
truck 18 times using ACC-ON vehicle (90 minutes driving
approximately), and 18 times using manual vehicle.

Fig.1 Car platoon consisted of five vehicles for ACC-on
driving experience.

Table 2 Number of responses after driving the vehicle
with ACC-ON (adaptation level to ACC and feeling of
resistance to driving operation by ACC).

One run takes four minutes roughly. They were asked to
evaluate two subjective assessment items about ACC after
driving ACC-ON vehicle. Also, the data of latitude,
longitude and time were recorded by GPS device in-car
during each run.

RESULTS
Results of two subjective assessment values
Table 1 shows results of the subjective assessments of

feeling of resistance to driving operation by ACC, and
adaption to ACC. The large value of the resistance score
means that the participants felt high resistance in ACC.
Also, the large value of adaptation in ACC indicated high
adaptation level to ACC. 24 participants selected 4 and 5
values of adaptation. However, 11 participants still felt
resistance slightly to ACC. 10 participants indicated
neither level of adaptation to ACC.

Results of braking positions
In the present study, we focused on difference in

braking positions between ACC-ON and manual vehicles.
It is assumed that the difference in braking position might



related to driver' feeling of resistance to ACC and
adaptation level of ACC. Much difference might lead to
higher feeling of resistance to ACC and lower adaptation
level of ACC.
Fig. 1 shows braking section assessing braking position

in the present study. GPS was used to show the trajectory
of the vehicle. The first run of each set was only analyzed,
then there were six braking positions using ACC-ON and
manual vehicles per each participant respectively.
Longitude was used as showing trajectory of the vehicle.
Figure 2 show an example of trajectory of the vehicle in
case of the No. 8 participant. The braking position of each
run was determined when the vehicle speed down to
50km/h.
Difference in braking positions were classified into

the following three types: earlier manual brake which the
braking position using the manual vehicle is earlier than
that using the ACC-ON brake, similar manual brake which
there was no difference in braking position between
manual brake and ACC-ON brake, and later manual brake
which the braking position using the manual vehicle is
later than that using the ACC-ON brake.

Compared with subjective evaluations to ACC
and difference in braking positions
Table 1 indicated results of comparison between

subjective evaluations resistance and adaptation level and
three types of braking behaviors on the difference in
braking position. It seems that in case of the earlier
manual brake the adaptation level 3 was 50%. The drivers
belonged to this type became more unconfident on ACC
after experiment. In case of the similar manual brake, the
drivers evaluated resistance level 2 and 3, and adaption
level 4 mainly. For the drivers belonged to the later
manual brake, they indicated the highest occupancy of the
adaptation 5 among three categories.
Based on these results, it is comfortable and acceptable

for the elderly drivers that the braking position using the
manual vehicle was later than that using the ACC-ON
vehicle. In spite of driving the ACC-ON vehicle, the
drivers might judge the braking position according to their
usual brake operation, and they felt unsafe if the braking
position using the ACC-ON vehicle was later that that
using the manual vehicle. However, 4 participants among
11 belonged to the later manual brake indicated resistance
level 3. There were some other reasons to remain
resistance feeling to ACC.

Fig.2 Results of No.8 participant' s braking behavior as a
function of ACC-ON and manual vehicle.

Table 1 Results of objective and subjective evaluation

CONCLUSIONS
Based on these results, the experience drive with ACC

vehicle could enhance adaptation of ACC for elderly
drivers positively. However, some participants remained
low adaptation for ACC vehicle. The reason might be that
their braking positions using manual vehicle was earlier
than those using their ACC-ON vehicles. The results
indicated that the driving operation outputted by the ACC
should consider and follow the regular driving operation
performed by the drivers. Then, it is required to enhance
usability considering elderly drivers for ADAS in future.
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